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Taxonomy of Ministerial Appointment Processes
MICHELLE JOHNSTON
INTRODUCTION
In parliamentary governments, executive power rests in an executive body of ministers
commonly referred to as “the cabinet” or “the government.” Cabinet ministers, including the prime
minister, are tasked with researching, drafting, and proposing laws and policies to their legislative
counterparts in parliament. Because cabinets are generally comprised at least partially of select
members of parliament, parliamentary systems are characterized by the interactions and
interdependence of the legislative and executive branches. Whereas presidential systems lean into
separation of powers to restrict governmental power, parliamentary systems rely on integration of
the branches to ensure that political powers remain in check. Executive policing in parliamentary
systems is achieved through a variety of ministerial appointment processes and removal
mechanisms. Consequently, the range of appointment processes and removal mechanisms affects
the power dynamics between governmental branches, the stability of the government, and the risk
tolerance of a cabinet’s policy goals. This paper focuses exclusively on the functions and varieties
of ministerial appointment processes.
While ministerial appointment processes carry important implications for the government,
the full range of these processes is, collectively, not well understood. This taxonomy strives to
capture the characteristics of different ministerial appointment processes and understand better
how they function so that countries seeking governmental reform can better understand their
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options. This taxonomy is based on research from twenty-five countries that were selected to
represent different geographies, governmental legacies, and parliamentary structures.1 These
countries offer both common and unique ministerial systems for consideration.
This collection of information is presented in five main sections. The paper begins with an
introduction to ministerial appointment processes generally. Then, the next three sections further
detail the three categories of ministerial appointment processes and explain how each category
moves through the three main stages of appointing a government. Finally, the last section of the
paper addresses appointment process outliers that do not squarely fit into any of the three primary
ministerial appointment categories.
I.

MINISTERIAL APPOINTMENT PROCESSES

Cabinets are commonly comprised of a head of government, often called the “prime
minister” (PM), and several supporting ministers, simply called “ministers.” The prime minister's
duties as head of government (HoG) are distinct from those of a separate head of state, which is
often the country’s monarch, the monarch’s representative, or an official elected to the position.
The head of state (HoS) may have a role in the process of establishing a government or in
appointing its ministers but is usually removed from other political processes. Instead, the head of
government, once appointed, acts as a leader in most significant political processes.
Appointment processes can be broken down into three stages: initiation, formation, and
confirmation. First, initiation is the stage that determines who will form the government and invites
that person to do so. Next, the formation stage determines who will be selected as ministers. The
formation processes are often shaped by party dynamics and private negotiations. The pool of
prospective ministers may be limited by law or precedent. Finally, once the ministers are selected,
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See Table 2 at the end of this article for a list of countries that appear in this taxonomy and their respective
categorization within the taxonomy.
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they are officially confirmed and appointed in the confirmation stage. The prime minister may
move through these three stages separately from other cabinet ministers, depending on the system.
While each of these three stages exists in all minister selection processes, different
countries move through them differently. Some use processes with clearly defined steps in each
stage, while other countries blur the lines between the stages and move more fluidly, with fewer
formal checkpoints. Along this spectrum, appointment processes generally fall into three main
categories that this paper calls joint effort, individual effort, and hybrid.
First, at one end of the spectrum, “joint effort” ministerial appointment processes clearly
move through each of the three stages in distinct steps that generally require the head of state and
parliament to interact in at least the initiation and confirmation stages, and sometimes the
formation stage, as well, of the cabinet selection process. Belgium and Luxembourg’s complex
processes are good examples of joint effort processes.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the quickest and least-involved processes are
“individual effort” ministerial appointment processes. Individual effort processes rely heavily on
a presumptive prime minister. The presumptive prime minister, usually the majority party leader,
will work through his or her own party processes or use individual discretion to select the
government. Individual processes may involve other government actors ceremonially, but only the
presumptive PM has a substantive role. These processes reach back to the earliest parliamentary
democracies, like the United Kingdom and Denmark.
“Hybrid” appointment processes fall somewhere between the other two categories. Often,
hybrid processes require parliament and the head of state or parliament and the presumptive prime
minister to interact in a substantive way, but only for either the initiation or confirmation stage.
Cambodia and Thailand both use hybrid appointment processes.

3

Stages of Ministerial Appointment

Process Category ……………

Initiation

Joint Effort

Parliament/HoS
selects a PM,
informateur, or
formateur

Formation
PresumptivePM/formateur/
informateur leads
interparty negotiations

Either …
1.Parliament/HoS
selects a PM or
formateur
Hybrid

-or- - - - - - - - - - -

Election results in a
presumptive PM

Parliament holds a
substantive
confirmation vote

1.If Parliament/HoS
initiated, then the
presumptive PM
substantively confirms
PM/formateur is the
primary actor

2.Election results in
a presumptive PM

Individual
Effort

Confirmation

-or- - - - - - - - - 2.If election produced
presumptive PM, then
Parliament/HoS
substantively confirms

Presumptive PM is the
primary actor

Presumptive PM is the
primary actor

Table 1: Characteristics of Ministerial Appointment Processes by Stage

The next three sections are organized by category to understand better how these three
categories of ministerial appointment processes move through the initiation, formation, and
confirmation stages. The subsections will discuss each category in detail by presenting the ways a
government might move through the three stages of ministerial appointment.
II.

JOINT EFFORT APPOINTMENT PROCESS

Joint effort appointment processes are most common in European countries whose electoral
systems support many political parties. Because parliamentary seats are often scattered among
several political parties, there is rarely a clear majority party or even a controlling coalition.
Instead, these countries rely on the initiation phase to identify who within parliament has the best
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chances of forming a government that will secure parliament's majority support in the confirmation
stage.
The complexities of appointment stages are not usually enshrined in a constitution or a
cabinet manual. For example, the only guidance offered in Belgium's Constitution says, “[t]he
King appoints and dismisses his ministers.”2 Italy's Constitution merely expresses the president’s
power to appoint ministers and the requirement that the government receives Parliament's
confidence to be appointed.3 Like many other countries’ constitutions, neither constitution explains
the complex precedents those countries employ to select their ministers and negotiate a
government. Moreover, these countries do not possess a cabinet manual that offers written
guidance.
Nevertheless, precedent dictates that the initiation stage begins shortly after a
parliamentary election or when there is a vacancy in the government (either because the previous
government resigned or was removed by a vote of no-confidence). Usually, the resigning
government will stay in office in a limited “caretaker” capacity until the new government has been
successfully confirmed.
1. Initiation Stage in Joint Effort Systems
The goal of the initiation phase is to identify a coalition and its presumptive prime minister.
Occasionally, the head of state has sole substantive power to select the presumptive prime minister.
For example, in Italy, the president may engage in informal discussions with parliamentary party
leaders, delegate to an obvious coalition, or exercise personal preference to select a technocrat as
the presumptive prime minister.4 However, joint effort systems most commonly accomplish the

BELGIUM’S CONSTITUTION OF 1831, Amendments through 2014, Art. 96.
ITALY’S CONSTITUTION OF 1947, Amendments through 2012, Art. 92-94.
4
EXPLAINED: How Are Italy's Prime Ministers Chosen?, THE LOCAL ITALY (Feb. 4, 2021),
www.thelocal.it/20210204/explained-how-are-italys-prime-ministers-chosen/.
2
3
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initiation stage through an “informateur.” Usually, the informateur is a senior politician in
parliament who is trusted to liaise between the parties. The lower house or the head of state
substantively begins the initiation stage by appointing this informateur and asking her to facilitate
discussions between the parties seated in parliament. If unsure who to appoint as informateur, the
lower house or head of state may identify this person by first consulting with parliamentary party
leaders. For example, in the Netherlands, where the lower house of Parliament acts as the initiator,
the leaders of the political parties select a “scout” to consult with all parliamentary parties in the
week after the election, but before they formally select an informateur.5 Once the initiator has
identified a trusted negotiator, he or she appoints that person informateur.
If there is a clear coalition already forming, the informateur’s job will be easy. However,
if there is no clear coalition that could successfully form a government, the informateur will lead
negotiations between party leaders to try to facilitate a coalition. This could include working with
the parties to identify points of contention, overlapping policy priorities, or shared goals. In the
Netherlands, the informateur helps coalition parties draft their Coalition Agreement, which defines
the government's priorities for the duration of the coalition.6
If the informateur cannot identify any viable coalition, she will resign as informateur and
allow the process to start again with a new informateur. After an informateur has identified a viable
coalition, she will present the coalition to the initiator so that the formation stage can begin. The
initiator will ask the presumptive leader of the coalition to form a government, ending the initiation
stage and starting the formation stage.

5

The Formation Process, Tweede Kamer, (last visited Feb. 13, 2022) www.houseofrepresentatives.nl/formationprocess.
6
Tasks of the Informateur, Tweede Kamer, (last visited Feb. 13, 2022) https://www.houseofrepresentatives.nl/tasksinformateur.
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2. Formation Stage in Joint Effort Systems
The presumptive leader of the coalition may have a variety of names. For example, in Italy,
she would become the “Prime Minister-Designate,” in Luxembourg and the Netherlands, the
“formateur,” and in Belgium, the “performateur.” Regardless of the title, this person will become
prime minister if she can successfully establish a government that survives confirmation. However,
the formation process is usually controlled by intra-coalition negotiations and the coalition party
leaders, not by the presumptive prime minister.
Formation negotiations are a tenuous period for a coalition. Because these countries often
have smaller parliaments and several influential parties, interpersonal dynamics and party politics
color the negotiations. Each party must agree to the coalition agreement and the policy priorities
it establishes. Belgium, for example, famously struggles through the formation stage. Belgium is
geographically and politically divided into three linguistic regions. Because Belgium’s
constitution mandates a specific number of parliamentary seats to belong to French and Dutch
speakers, regional parties, as opposed to national parties, comprise a fragmented majority of
parliament.7 It is mathematically impossible for a particular region to earn a majority in parliament
alone, so interregional coalitions are essential for forming a new government. However,
interregional tensions make formation fragile and time-consuming. Four hundred ninety-five days
lapsed between the resignation of the previous coalition government and the appointment of the
current government.8 The current government was formed after eleven failed prior attempts by
other coalitions and is comprised of seven parties.9

7

Wilfried Swenden, Belgian Federalism: Basic Institutional Features and Potential as a Model for the European
Union (2003), www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/public/Research/Europe/swenden.pdf.
8
Alan Hope, Government: De Croo Obtains the Confidence of Parliament, THE BRUSSELS TIMES (Oct. 4, 2020),
www.brusselstimes.com/news/belgium-all-news/134082/government-de-croo-obtains-the-confidence-ofparliament/.
9
Generally, coalition governments are stronger and more stable if they are comprised of fewer parties. The more
parties that participate in a coalition, the more likely that discord will break the coalition before the next election. If
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The formation process also must address the cabinet portfolio. Parties that comprise a
coalition expect ministerial appointments proportional to their number of seats in parliament, and
they must negotiate for the cabinet positions that will carry the most influence generally or in their
party’s key policy areas. Prime minister is the most powerful position in government and usually
goes to the largest party. Ministers of state and finance are also generally powerful positions that
could carry significant influence in the government, but some parties, like a national Green Party,
for example, may bargain to secure an environmental minister position over a labor minister
position. Specific mechanisms within a government could reduce some competition in these
negotiations. For example, in Belgium, each party leader in the coalition becomes a deputy
minister entitled to participate in a meeting of core ministers, even if the party leader does not hold
one of those core ministries.10 It is hard to know exactly how much this guaranteed participation
helps the formation process, but in larger coalitions, it at least guarantees each party has a
consistent voice in policymaking.
The formation process is also pressured by the fact that each coalition party is likely
necessary to achieve confirmation from the parliament. Occasionally, as is common in the
Netherlands, the coalition will present its draft coalition agreement to the lower house for
comment. If the agreement receives many comments, it could indicate that party members who
have not been active in the coalition negotiation will not support the agreement and that the
agreement may require changes.11 In Italy, a coalition must also consider the president’s opinion,

the coalition breaks down, the government will likely resign or continue serving in a limited capacity to avoid being
removed by a vote of no-confidence.
10
Patricia Popelier & Koen Lemmens, THE CONSTITUTION OF BELGIUM (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2015).
11
Coalition Agreement, Tweede Kamer, (last visited Feb. 13, 2022) www.houseofrepresentatives.nl/coalitionagreement.
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since both the Italian Parliament and the Italian president substantively control ministerial
appointments.12
Each coalition will have its own set of dynamics and parameters that determine the
outcome of formation negotiations. Occasionally, coalition governments fail during negotiations
and dissolve, requiring the appointment process to start over with a new informateur. It is often a
tenuous and time-consuming process. However, once these negotiations are complete, the
presumptive prime minister and the selected cabinet ministers will craft a formal coalition
agreement and present themselves for confirmation.
3. Confirmation Stage in Joint Effort Systems
The confirmation stage of a joint effort appointment process is usually the shortest of the
three stages. Normally, there are no time limits restricting the initiation or formation stages. It may
take mere weeks, or it could take years to advance to the final confirmation stage. However, once
a government is ready to request confirmation, precedent or constitutional provisions usually
require that confirmers act within a relatively short time frame. The confirmation stage again
engages both parliament and the head of state. The head of state normally confirms the government
first in a ceremonial capacity, and then both houses of a bicameral parliament, or at least the lower
house, has a limited window of time to vote confidence or “investiture” on the new government.13
However, a minority of governments give substantive confirmation powers to both the head of
state and parliament.

Grimaldi, Selena, “The Role of Italian Presidents: The Subtle Boundary between Accountability and Political
Action,” BULLETIN OF ITALIAN POLITICS, vol. 3, no. 1 (2011): 103-25, at 104-05,
https://www.gla.ac.uk/media/Media_210768smxx.pdf.
13
Italy requires a vote of confidence on the new government within 10 days of the president's confirmation.
CONSTITUTION OF 1947, art. 94.
12
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Where the head of state’s confirmation is only ceremonial, parliament's investiture is
required to substantively confirm the government, requiring an absolute majority of parliament’s
support in a vote of confidence. Some countries require the new government to present their
statement of policy for debate in the lower house or both houses before the confidence motion may
be voted on.14 If the government fails to earn confidence, it must resign, and the process to form a
government begins again in the initiation stage. However, because at least a majority of
parliamentary parties are usually involved in the coalition negotiations and agreement, it is rare
for parliament to withhold confidence.
A minority of countries allow the head of state to take a substantive role in confirmation,
in addition to the parliament’s substantive vote of confidence. In Italy, the president, as head of
state, has substantive constitutional power to refuse to appoint a prime minister or minister.15 The
Italian president personally appoints the presumptive PM to form a government in the initiation
stage and so is likely to support the prime minister for confirmation. However, on four occasions
since 1964, the president has refused to appoint a selected minister, even where the would-beminister had parliamentary support. If this happens, the presumptive prime minister will have to
find a new person to control that ministry, or the PM may resign.16 The government is only able
to stand for investiture after the Italian president has confirmed the government.
Joint effort appointment processes may take months or even years to complete. However,
once the government is appointed by the head of state and receives confidence from the requisite

14

The Government's Policy Statement, Tweede Kamer (April 15, 2011),
www.houseofrepresentatives.nl/governments-statement.
15
ITALY’S CONSTITUTION OF 2012, art. 92.
16
How Much Power Does the Italian President Actually Have? THE LOCAL ITALY, (May 28, 2018),
www.thelocal.it/20180528/italian-president-power/.
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house(s) of parliament, the incumbent caretaker government will resign, and the new government
may begin exercising its executive power.
III.

INDIVIDUAL EFFORT APPOINTMENT PROCESS

Individual effort appointment processes operate in sharp contrast to joint effort
appointment processes. Joint effort processes are the most complex and time-consuming processes,
whereas individual effort processes are streamlined, relatively simple, and quickly reach
completion. As illustrated above, joint effort processes require input from several government
entities and require time for an often-unapparent coalition to form. In contrast, individual processes
require substantive input from only one majority party or an often-obvious majority coalition. In
individual processes, the majority party or coalition may interact with parliament or the head of
state, but only ceremonially.
Individual effort systems commonly occur in countries with a limited number of dominant
political parties. Where there are fewer dominant political parties, it is common to have one party
win a clear majority in the legislature. Even when there is not a clear majority party, it is easier for
the parties to understand who is likely to work together to form a majority coalition. Often parties
who may win will start planning their prospective governments before election day.
1. Initiation Stage in Individual Effort Systems
Individual effort systems begin after election results are announced. Because there are
fewer parties and fewer coalition governments in an individual effort system, it is more common
that the incumbent’s party retain its majority in the legislature after an election.17 If the incumbent’s

17

Some bicameral systems exclude the upper house from the government selection process either by precedent or by
constitutional provision, and instead only allow the lower house members and parties dictate who becomes prime
minister. Therefore, a "majority" in this context refers exclusively to the majority in the house(s) of parliament that
dictate government selection. In bicameral systems where only the lower house impacts government selection, the
majority party need only win a majority of seat in lower house to control the government.
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party retains the majority, then the prime minister retains her position and control over the
government. She may choose to change ministers, but that is a power that she likely has regardless
of the election cycle. For example, New Zealand’s former Prime Minister Helen Clark served
through three elections from 1999 until 2008 while her coalition held a majority position.18
When an election produces a new majority, the leader of that political party automatically
becomes the presumptive prime minister. The party leader is selected according to independent
party processes. Party processes usually are not transparent. Internal elections are becoming a more
common way to select party leadership, but a party may use a variety of alternative methods.
However, this process occurs long before an election, so voters know who would become prime
minister if a given party were to win a majority of seats. Consequently, if there is a clear majority
when the election is called, the country knows immediately who its next prime minister will be.
In countries that do not have a ceremonial initiator, the presumptive PM automatically
advances to the formation stage. However, it is more common that the head of state serves as the
ceremonial initiator. Where the head of state is the ceremonial initiator, the presumptive PM
usually meets with the head of state soon after the election results are finalized. Usually, the
incumbent PM will have met with the ceremonial initiator earlier that day to resign the former
government. The ceremonial initiator will then meet with the presumptive PM and formally invite
them to form the new government. The initiator must extend the invitation and has no power to
reject the presumptive PM.
In the UK, this process is colloquially referred to as “kissing hands” because the official
court circular for this initial meeting vaguely states the Her Majesty received the new prime

18

Laila Harre, John Armstrong, & Michael Bassett, Over and Out: Helen Clark's Legacy, NZ HERALD, (Nov. 14,
2008), www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/over-and-out-helen-clarks-legacy/5BUM5I4LT4EHLDZFUP4EZY23F4.
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minister and asked her to form a government, at which point the new prime minister accepted and
“kissed hands upon [the PM’s] appointment.”19 Further details of the meeting are private.
Initiation may be delayed when there is no clear majority party. In these situations, parties
negotiate coalitions. Unlike in joint effort systems, there is no informateur to guide the process.
Instead, party leaders meet and negotiate informally amongst themselves until they reach an
agreement. Presumptively, if the coalition parties together have a majority of seats in parliament,
or in the house of parliament with confidence powers, then the coalition government would survive
a confidence motion. That is, it could not be immediately removed by other members of
parliament. Notably, in individual appointment systems, the new coalition government does not
have to earn a vote of confidence during the appointment process, so a vote of no confidence is
the only mechanism parliament would have to express dissatisfaction with the government.
When there is no clear majority, there is also a chance that a minority government will
come to power. Minority governments are those whose party or parties do not control a majority
of seats in parliament. Within coalition minority governments, the leader of the coalition party
with the most parliamentary seats most often becomes the presumptive PM, and the second-largest
party’s leader becomes deputy minister, if such a position exists. However, not a lot is known
about interparty negotiations for the remaining cabinet positions. Once the coalition parties agree
on a cabinet composition, they notify the incumbent prime minister, who then resigns. If the head
of state is the ceremonial initiator, the new coalition leader meets with the head of state to receive
her invitation to form a government.

19

Nick Miller, 'Kissing Hands': The Arcane Traditions When Britain Changes PM, THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
(July 22, 2019), www.smh.com.au/world/europe/kissing-hands-the-arcane-traditions-when-britain-changes-pm20190721-p5296r.html.
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The English Cabinet Manual does not define a specific process for identifying a coalition
when there is no clear majority party. Instead, the Cabinet Manual charges parties in Parliament to
communicate and reach their own conclusions about which group would be able to command
confidence in the lower house so that the Queen as head of state can stay removed from politics.
The Manual charges the incumbent prime minister with monitoring the situation and reporting to
the Queen once a viable coalition has formed.20
Alternatively, Denmark is well-known for having minority governments. Denmark refers
to its system of government as "negative parliamentarianism." The Danish government does not
need majority support, but it must not have majority opposition.21 Usually, minority governments
seek support from independent MPs or from small parties who will not be included in their
government but would probably not support a motion of no-confidence against the minority
government. A minority government may be a single party or a minority coalition. Regardless, the
minority government's supporters will advise the Danish Queen to appoint the minority
government, triggering initiation.22 The Queen then appoints the government as requested.
2. Formation Stage in Individual Effort Systems
Immediately after the head of state asks the presumptive prime minister to form a
government, the prime minister will produce a prepared list of ministers for appointment. Unlike
formation in a joint effort system, the presumptive prime minister has had time to prepare their list
and fewer, if any, people with whom to negotiate.

20

The Cabinet Manual: a Guide to Laws, Conventions and Rules on the Operation of Government, UK CABINET
OFFICE 1, 14 (Oct. 2011),
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/60641/cabinetmanual.pdf.
21
The Division of Powers, The Danish Parliament, (Mar. 7, 2017),
http://www.thedanishparliament.dk/en/democracy/the-separation-of-powers.
22
Id.
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If the presumptive prime minister leads a majority party instead of a coalition, they likely
have broad discretion to pick their cabinet. They may be limited by internal party dynamics,
precedent, or constitutional requirements, like age or citizenship. Precedent or constitutional
provision may also limit the size of the cabinet or the number of chief ministers. In some countries,
ministers must belong to parliament or a specific house within parliament. The constitution or
precedent may dictate a specific number of ministers be from the upper house or conversely limit
the number of ministers that can be from the upper house. A presumptive prime minister might
consider factors within their own discretion, including skills and experiences, geographic
representation, diverse representation, professional qualifications, political clout, and priority
policy strengths. He or she might also reward people who helped them achieve leadership and
punish those who opposed them within their own party. Prime ministers could consider who will
help them secure future elections and avoid people who are prone to causing government-breaking
scandal.23
3. Confirmation Stage in Individual Effort Systems
In countries without a ceremonial confirmer, the majority party leader simply becomes
prime minister and appoints his ministers. There may be some process for reporting the selections
to parliament, but these systems vest large amounts of trust in the PM to select members who will
not face resistance from parliament.
Some countries without a ceremonial initiator still have a ceremonial confirmer. In these
cases, the PM will approach the confirmer, usually the head of state, with their ministerial
selections and receive a confirmation for their government. Again, the confirmer has no option to
decline the minister’s confirmation since their role is purely ceremonial.

23

CBC News, How Prime Ministers Choose Their Cabinet Ministers, Power & Politics, YOUTUBE (Nov. 19, 2019),
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rvl8cYZe9z4.
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Usually, if the head of state acts as a ceremonial initiator, he or she will also act as the
ceremonial confirmer. In these cases, when the presumptive PM meets with the head of state to
receive the invitation to form a government, he or she immediately presents the head of state with
their ministerial selections. The appointment process is then completed, all within the course of
one meeting. This is the case in both the United Kingdom and Denmark. In the UK and Denmark,
the Queen is a pivotal piece in moving the appointment process along. However, neither country's
Queen has substantive authority to reject a prime minister or minister's appointment.24
IV.

HYBRID APPOINTMENT PROCESS

Hybrid appointment processes fall somewhere between joint and individual effort systems
considering the time and complexity of the process. Hybrid processes are generally less common
than the other two processes. The number of political parties vary but there is not typically as many
parties as in join effort systems.
In hybrid processes, a government actor other than the presumptive prime minister has a
substantive role in one of the three stages of appointment, usually either initiation or confirmation.
Hybrid systems usually require input from parliament or the head of state to determine who the
prime minister will be, like in a joint effort system, but once the prime minister is substantively
selected and confirmed, the PM has complete discretion to appoint their own ministerial choices,
like in an individual effort system. Occasionally, a country whose constitution presents a joint
effort system is operationally a hybrid system because the initiator or the confirmer lacks
substantive power in practice. This section explains how a hybrid process could move through
each of the three appointment stages.
1. Initiation Stage in Hybrid Systems

24

The Division of Powers, supra note 21; The Cabinet Manual: a Guide to Laws, Conventions and Rules on the
Operation of Government, supra note 20, at 14.
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Hybrid systems start the initiation stage after an election and must first identify who the
presumptive PM will be. Likely the presumptive PM will be more evident in a hybrid system than
in a joint effort system, but the parliament or head of state is still required to step through formal
processes to appoint him. However, unlike joint effort systems, the prime minister is usually
confirmed before the rest of the government instead of being presented from confirmation with a
portfolio of selected ministers. Then, once the PM is confirmed, the government formation process
starts. This more closely resembles an individual effort process, but because hybrid systems use a
substantive initiator, there is a distinct gap in time between when the prime minister is confirmed
and when the government is formed and confirmed, in contrast to the uninterrupted flow of a
typical individual effort process.
Thailand currently uses a hybrid ministerial appointment process. Under Thailand's current
constitution, the president of the lower house of Parliament nominates candidates to run for PM.
The lower house votes, and candidates that receive at least ten percent of the votes become a
potential prime minister.25 In the last election, two potential prime ministers achieved this
threshold: Mr. Prayuth, a former general who is not part of Parliament but who was the previous
prime minister during military rule in 2014, and Mr. Juangroongruangkit, the leader of the Future
Forward Party, who holds the third-largest number of seats in the lower house.26 A joint session
of the upper and lower houses then votes between the candidates to select and confirm the prime
minister.27 The winner must receive an absolute majority of votes. Once the prime minister is

THAILAND’S CONSTITUTION OF 2017, art. 159.
Richard C. Paddock, Thailand Junta Leader Named Prime Minister after Contentious Vote, N.Y. TIMES (June 5,
2019), http://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/world/asia/thailand-prayuth-prime-minister.html.
27
The lower house of Thailand is comprised of 500 elected officials and the upper house is composed of 250
military appointees. The upper house was first involved in ministerial appointment processes in the 2019 election,
following a constitutional amendment.
25
26
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confirmed, Parliament moves through the formation and confirmation stages to fill the remaining
cabinet positions.
In practice, Cambodia uses a hybrid system to select its prime minister because it has a
substantive confirmation. However, it is a good example of a constitution that textually presents a
joint effort confirmation system, but

practically lacks substantive initiation power. The

Cambodian Constitution gives the president and vice presidents of the lower house of Parliament
the power to initiate government formation.28 Together, the leaders of the lower house begin the
government formation process by selecting a “formateur” who is most likely to form a government.
The formateur is the presumptive prime minister. In theory, the Constitution gives these initiators
substantive power to choose anyone to become a formateur.29 However, in practice, the formateur
should belong to the majority party or coalition in order to survive the substantive confirmation.
Cambodia's Hun Sen is the longest-serving prime minister in the world,30 in part because he has
captured the initiation stage so that no other party can gain a majority, eliminating Parliament’s
choice of presumptive-PMs and making initiation in Cambodia merely ceremonial.
Prime Minister Hun Sen is the leader of the Cambodian People's Party (CPP), which has
held the parliamentary majority for thirty-five years.31 When the main opposition party, the
Cambodia National Rescue Party, suggested it could win the 2013 election and contested the
results after they lost, Prime Minister Hun Sen began cracking down on political rivals, the media,
and civil society.32 He dissolved the opposition party in 2017.33 Hun Sen has effectively removed
the lower house's ability to find another formateur who could win a vote of confidence in the lower
28
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house during the confirmation stage. Instead, Hun Sen is only beholden to his party since he will
be selected as formateur for as long as he is the CPP's party leader. Therefore, Cambodia has
become an example of a country whose hybrid system has a ceremonial initiation stage and a
substantive confirmation stage.
2. Formation Stage in Hybrid Systems
In hybrid processes where the substantive actor participates only in the initiation stage, the
selected prime minister may move through the formation stage as if it were an individual
appointment process. Without a substantive confirmation to complete the appointment process, the
prime minister can consider personal preferences and political strategy when appointing his
ministers. Like in an individual effort process, the prime minister might have to consider internal
party dynamics and may be limited by constitutional or statutory eligibility requirements, but she
does not have to consider substantive confirmation. A newly-appointed prime minister must also
consider a future threat of no confidence, which remains low if the prime minister is from the
majority party.
In Thailand, the current Prime Minister Prayuth is not a member of Parliament and does
not belong to the majority party. He held discussions with parliamentary parties prior to the
initiation process and traded cabinet positions for supporting votes. As Prime Minister, the Thai
Constitution gives Prayuth full discretion to select ministers as long as they meet specific
constitutional standards like being Thai by birth, being age thirty-five or older, having a bachelor's
degree, and having “evident integrity.”34 However, his discretion was necessarily influenced by
the political deals he made to gain a majority coalition's support in case of a later no-confidence

34
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motion.35 After the PM makes his ministerial selections, the Thai King ceremonially confirms the
prime minister's selected ministers. Neither the King nor Parliament has substantive power to reject
the selected ministers during the appointment process.
In hybrid processes with ceremonial initiation and substantive confirmation, the prime
minister may have to consider party and interparty dynamics during the formation stage. Their
selections will be substantively scrutinized by parliament, the lower house of parliament, or the
head of state. For example, though Cambodia's Prime Minister Hun Sen has used oppressive
measures to erode the lower house's substantive initiation power, his government must still survive
an initial confidence motion from Cambodia's lower house before they can receive ceremonial
confirmation from the head of state.
3. Confirmation Stage in Hybrid Systems
Hybrid systems with a substantive initiator do not have a substantive confirmer. In
Thailand, though Parliament has substantive power over the prime minister's selection and
appointment, it does not have power over the prime minister's cabinet selections. Only the head of
state is involved, ceremonially, in the confirmation process. The King must appoint the prime
minister's selected ministers.36 If Parliament disagrees with a ministerial position, its only recourse
is through an approved removal mechanism later on.
Conversely, if the initiation stage only involved ceremonial government actors, then the
hybrid system would require a substantive confirmation from either parliament or the head of state.
In Cambodia, the prime minister must present his government to the lower house for confirmation.
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Though Prime Minister Hun Sen blocked the initiator's choice via political retaliation
against parties who threaten his party’s majority status, confirmation in Cambodia may still be
characterized as substantive because Cambodia’s Parliament is comprised of three minority parties
and the CPP's individual members who are free to vote against the confirmation of Hun Sen's
government. Consequently, members of the lower house of Parliament retain substantive choice
in the confirmation process, though there is admittedly little chance the CPP will not continue
confirming PM Hun Sen's government.37
V.

OTHER APPOINTMENT PROCESS

Of the twenty-five countries studied for this taxonomy, two countries did not fit into the
three identified categories of ministerial appointment processes. As explained below, Russia and
Switzerland both have unique governmental systems, which lead to unique ministerial
appointment processes.
1. Russia and Hyper-Presidential Systems
Russia's ministerial appointment system is unique because it is wholly controlled by the
head of state. Though one person controls initiation, formation, and confirmation, the Russian
system is not an individual system because it is the president and not parliament, majority party
leaders, or a potential-PM who controls the appointment process. Because there is no interaction
with another government body, this system cannot be categorized as a joint effort or a hybrid
system. Instead, it falls beyond the categories of this taxonomy.
Russian federal law has always empowered the president to appoint the PM and the cabinet,
but prior to President Putin's era, the cabinet was primarily responsible to the Russian Parliament.

37

There is a valid argument that Hun Sen would prevent another party from holding power if they gained enough
seats to refuse his confirmation, but because that has not yet happened, Cambodia remains a hybrid system instead
of an individual system or an outlier like the Russian example below.
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The federal law establishing that system expired, and over time, new replacement laws shifted the
cabinet's accountability to the president. This shift in cabinet accountability mirrors Russia's shift
to a hyper-presidential system, where the vast majority of political power is vested in the office of
the president. Currently, President Putin is merely required to notify the lower house of the Russian
Parliament on the same day that he appoints a minister, but the lower house is neither a ceremonial
nor substantive player in the appointment process.38
In February 2020, President Putin announced a new constitutional amendment that would
shift cabinet approval powers back towards the legislature slightly. If approved, the change would
allow the president to replace the PM without replacing the cabinet and give the lower house power
to approve or disapprove of the chosen PM.39 This proposal would nominally give Russia a hybrid
appointment system again. However, the amendment may have been designed to placate the
Russian people while Putin extends his political powers through broader constitutional reforms. It
remains to be seen how much power the lower house will practically have over the PM or other
ministers under this new provision.
2. Switzerland and Consociational Confederate Systems
Switzerland's consociational confederate system is unique because it does not have a
cabinet per se. Instead, Switzerland uses a seven-member Federal Council to control its executive
power as its head of government.40 Any Swiss citizen may become a Federal Council member.
Federal councilors are usually members of the lower house of Parliament but have also been
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technocrats, state (“canton”) officials, or upper house parliamentarians.41 The Federal Council
members are elected by the lower house of the Swiss Parliament for a term of four years and cannot
hold other government positions during that term. the Federal Council's four-year election cycle
triggers Initiation.
The Swiss Constitution dictates that the formation process occur completely through an
election in the lower house of Parliament ("Federal Assembly"). Article 175(4) of the Swiss
Constitution requires that the lower house attempt to elect members that represent “the various
geographical and language regions of the country.”42 The requirement is almost always satisfied
by the “5:2 rule,” where at least two members represent “Latin” Switzerland (French or Italian
speakers). Unlike the early example of Belgium, Switzerland is not contentiously divided on
language, and regional diversity is respected. The three largest cantons (Zurich, Bern, and Valais)
have been consistently represented in government, while five smaller cantons have never had a
federal councilor.43 Since 2010, the Federal Council has had one or two meetings in a different
canton to express its regional ties further.44
The lower house of Parliament elects the members of the Federal Council through several
rounds of votes by secret ballot.45 Any Swiss citizen with the right to vote is eligible to stand for
election and can receive votes in the first two rounds. In the third round of voting, no new
candidates will be accepted, and only those who previously received a vote may continue. If no
candidate gets an absolute majority, the person with the fewest votes is eliminated in the next
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round. The process repeats until someone receives an absolute majority, at which point the top
seven vote-winners are considered elected.46 An elected person may choose to decline the election
for any reason, and if they do not, their position is automatically confirmed.
The Federal Council acts as a collegial head of government. However, Parliament elects
one federal counselor to be president each year for a one-year term.47 During this year, the
president acts as head of state. The president is considered "first among equals" and chairs the
cabinet meetings. A federal counselor may serve more than one term as president, but not in
consecutive years.48
CONCLUSION
This taxonomy identifies three categories of ministerial appointment processes. Joint effort
processes are the most complex and often the most time-consuming process. Governments formed
through joint effort processes are the product of inputs from several bodies of government. In
contrast, individual effort processes rely entirely on the leader of the majority party or majority
coalition. Because the presumptive prime minister requires little input from others to form their
government, this is often the fastest ministerial appointment process. Alternatively, in hybrid
systems, presumptive prime ministers often have the discretion to choose their cabinets without
much input from other government actors. However, they still rely on a substantive initiator or a
substantive confirmer.
None of these mechanisms are inherently better or worse than the others. Instead, these
processes have developed to suit the political needs and traditions of their home countries. When
a country is considering which type of process will best serve its new or changing government,
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constitutional designers must consider existing political structures, resources, division of powers,
and requisite government efficiency. Additionally, electoral systems and the number of political
parties in national elections seem to influence which appointment processes fit naturally. For
example, electoral systems that lend themselves to fewer political parties seem to be more likely
to use individual effort processes, while countries with many fractured parties may require the
additional steps of a joint effort system.
Additionally, these processes do not operate in a vacuum. Appointment processes are
usually coupled with ministerial removal mechanisms. Understanding a range of removal options
could inform one's choice of appointment processes since removal mechanisms can worsen or
alleviate certain political risks.
Finally, this research could be enriched by broadening the taxonomy. Transparent
information on appointment processes is sometimes challenging to find, and so continued in-depth
research or primary research may be helpful to understand some newer or developing systems.
Expanding the taxonomy may reveal more unique countries, like Russia and Switzerland, or it may
give rise to new, refined categories for constitutional designers to consider. Hopefully, this initial
taxonomy of ministerial appointment processes can serve as a useful introduction to the types of
appointment processes a parliamentary system could employ.
--Appendix – Table 2: Taxonomy of Countries by Appointment Category
Country
Australia

Joint Effort

Individual Effort
X

The Bahamas
Belgium

Hybrid

X
X

Cambodia

X

Canada

X

Congo

X
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Outlier

Denmark

X

Egypt

X

France

X49

Germany

X

Iceland

X

Ireland

X

Italy

X

Jamaica

X

Japan
Jordan

X
X
X50

Liechtenstein
Luxembourg

X

New Zealand

X

Russia

X

South Korea
Spain

X
X

Switzerland

X

Thailand

X

United Kingdom

X
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Constitutionally, France has a hybrid system where the President plays a substantive role in the selection of the
Prime Minister, but ceremonially confirms the Prime Minister's selected cabinet ministers. However, precedent
dictates that the government present itself to the National Assembly for a vote of confidence when it first forms,
creating a substantive confirmation.
50
In Liechtenstein, Parliament selects a Prime Minister that the Prince ceremonially appoints, and then recommends
four ministers (two from each geographical regions) that the Prime Minister ceremonially appoints. Parliament, and
not the Prime Minister, is the individual, substantive actor in this individual effort process.
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